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Taiwanin E is a bioactive compound extracted from Taiwania cryptomerioides Hayata.

In this research endeavor, we studied the anti-cancer effect of Taiwanin E against

arecoline and 4-nitroquinoline-1-oxide-induced oral squamous cancer cells (OSCC), and

elucidated the underlying intricacies. OSCC were treated with Taiwanin E and analyzed

through MTT assay, Flow cytometry, TUNEL assay, and Western blotting for their efficacy

against OSCC. Interestingly, it was found that Taiwanin E significantly attenuated the cell

viability of oral cancer cells (T28); however, no significant cytotoxic effects were found

for normal oral cells (N28). Further, Flow cytometry analysis showed that Taiwanin E

induced G1cell cycle arrest in T28 oral cancer cells and Western blot analysis suggested

that Taiwanin E considerably downregulated cell cycle regulatory proteins and activated

p53, p21, and p27 proteins. Further, TUNEL and Western blot studies instigated that

it induced cellular apoptosis and attenuated the p-PI3K/p-Akt survival mechanism in

T28 oral cancer cells seemingly through modulation of the ERK signaling cascade.

Collectively, the present study highlights the prospective therapeutic efficacy of Taiwanin

E against arecoline and 4-nitroquinoline-1-oxide-induced oral cancer.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the years, complementary and alternative medicine
therapies have garnered great attention all across the globe
(1, 2). Accumulating evidences has highlighted the efficacy of
various small molecule compounds/phytochemicals as effective
therapeutic entities against various diseases and pathological
conditions, including cancer (3–6). Previous reports from
our group have ascertained the potential of several bioactive
compounds against cancer together with providing an insight
into their mechanisms of action (7–11).

Taiwania (Taiwania cryptomerioides Hayata) represents one
of the most economically relevant plant species endemic to
Taiwan. Numerous bioactive compounds have been derived from
this plant species. Many of them have been demonstrated to
exhibit potent activity against bacteria, fungi, termites, mites,
and cancers (12–15). To this end, recently, we have provided
convincing evidence for the efficacy of Taiwanin A against
arecoline and 4-nitroquinoline-1-oxide-induced oral cancer (16–
18). Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, the effect of
Taiwanin E against oral cancer and the underlying mechanism
remains poorly understood.

Despite advancement in the allied field of biomedical sciences,
the repercussions that may arise from cancer represent a
significant human toll. According to statistics, globally, oral
cancer is amongst 10 most common cancers. Oral squamous
cell carcinoma (OSCC) is the most common malignant epithelial
neoplasm that can afflict the oral cavity. It is thought that more
than 90% malignancies arising from the head and neck tissue
section are OSCC (19). Despite the availability of treatment
strategies, including surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy, the
overall survival rate of patients remains poor (20, 21). Taking
these into consideration, in the current research endeavor, we
have studied the effect of Taiwanin E against oral cancer and
elucidated the underlying mechanism for their efficacy against
oral cancer.

Interestingly, it was found that Taiwanin E significantly
attenuated the cell viability of oral cancer cells (T28) in a
dose- and time-dependent fashion; nevertheless, no cytotoxic
effects were found for normal oral cells (N28). Moreover, it
was observed that Taiwanin E induces G1 cell cycle arrest
in T28 cells, as was evident through Flow cytometry studies,
and, further, Western blot analysis suggested that Taiwanin E
considerably downregulated cell cycle regulatory proteins and
activated p53, p21, and p27 proteins. In addition, TUNEL
staining showed that Taiwanin E induced apoptosis in T28
oral cancer cells. Furthermore, it was found that the cell
survival proteins, such as p-PI3K, p-Akt, and the antiapoptotic
protein Bcl-xL, were considerably reduced following treatment
with Taiwanin E; nevertheless, the pro-apoptotic proteins, such
as Bax, Cyt C, and c Cas 3, were, however, considerably
enhanced. Further, understanding the underlying intricacies;
mechanistically, it was found that Taiwanin E modulated
the expression of ERK and resulted in cellular apoptosis in
T28 oral cancer cells. Taken together, the data convincingly
ascertained the promising candidature of Taiwanin E against
oral cancer.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals and Reagents
All chemicals and reagents were procured from Sigma Aldrich
Co. (MO, USA) unless otherwise mentioned.

Purification of Taiwanin E
Taiwanin E was obtained from freshly cut wood of Taiwania
cryptomerioides Hayata. The procedures for isolation,
purification, and characterization of Taiwanin E was performed
following our previously published reports with slight
modifications (22, 23). Finally, the as-purified Taiwanin E was
dissolved in DMSO, filtered through 0.22 µm fluoropore filter
(Millipore, MA, USA), and employed for subsequent studies.

Establishment of Cell Model for Oral
Cancer
An OSCC model was established following the protocol
described in our previous studies (16, 17). Basically,
carcinogenesis was induced in C57BL/6J Narl male mice by
daily oral administration of 0.5 mg/mL arecoline (Sigma Aldrich,
MO, USA) and 0.2 mg/mL of 4-NQO (Sigma Aldrich, MO,
USA) for 28 days. Thereafter, primary oral squamous carcinoma
cells were derived from tumor (T28) tissue following 28 weeks
of administration. In addition, primary oral squamous cells were
also derived from a paired control group, i.e., non-tumor normal
(N28), tissue, and these were used as normal control cells.

All the animal experimentation protocols performed in the
study were strictly in accordance with the Animal Care and Use
Committee of the China Medical University, Taichung, Republic
of China (Taiwan).

N28 and T28 cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s minimum
essential medium (D7777) (Sigma Aldrich, MO, USA)
supplemented with 10% charcoal-treated FBS (Characterized
Fetal Bovine Serum, HyClone Inc., Utah, USA), 1% penicillin/
streptomycin (Invitrogen Corp., California, USA), L-Glutamine,
and NaHCO3.

For treatment, cells were seeded in triplicate in cell culture
plates and treated with varying concentrations of Taiwanin E
(0, 1, 5, and 10µM) for different time intervals (0, 3, 6, 12, 24,
and 48 h), and thereafter, the cells were harvested and analyzed
for respective parameters. For activator experiments, cells were
treated with Taiwanin E (10µM) and co-treated with increasing
concentrations of ERK activator (0.5, 1.0, 2.5, and 5.0µM) for
24 h. Thereafter, they were analyzed by MTT assay and Western
blotting, following the standard procedures as described below.

Cell Viability Assay
Cell viability was assessed as reported in our previous studies
(16). Basically, cells were seeded in triplicate in cell culture plates
and treated with increasing concentrations of Taiwanin E (0, 1,
5, and 10µM) for a 24 h time interval. In addition, cells were
treated with Taiwanin E (10µM) for different time intervals (0,
3, 6, 12, 24, and 48 h). Following incubation with Taiwanin E for
varying concentrations and time periods, the cells were thereafter
treated with 0.5 mg/mL of MTT reagent and incubated for 4 h
in dark conditions. Finally, the formazan crystals were dissolved
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in 500 µL of DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide), and the absorbance
was acquired at 570 nm on a multi-well ELIZA plate reader. Cell
viability was represented as the percentage of control.

Cell Cycle Analysis
Cell cycle study was performed with flow cytometry. Briefly,
T28 oral cancer cells (1 × 105 cells/well) were seeded in
tissue culture plates; thereafter, they were treated with varying
doses of Taiwanin E (0, 1, 5, and 10µM) for 24 h and treated
with Taiwanin E (10µM) for different time intervals (0, 3, 6,
12, 24, and 48 h). Following treatment, cells were harvested
and subsequently fixed in chilled ethanol overnight at 4◦C.
Consequently, cells were washed with PBS, centrifuged at 600×g
for 5min and thereafter resuspended in PBS containing 10mg/ml
RNase A and incubated with 30 mg/ml of PI for 30min at RT.
Finally, the samples were acquired with flow cytometry (Becton
Dickinson, CA, USA).

Western Blot Analysis
Western blot was executed as reported previously (16, 24). In
brief, cells were lysed in RIPA lysis buffer containing 50mM
Tris, pH 7.5, 150mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.1% SDS, 0.5% sodium
deoxycholate, phosphatase inhibitor cocktail, and a proteinase
inhibitor cocktail and thereafter centrifuged at 12,000 × g
for 30min at 4◦C to obtain the cell lysate (25). After this,
the supernatants were obtained, and protein concentration was
estimated through a Bio-RAD protein quantification reagent
following the Bradford method. Thereafter, the samples were
resolved through 8–12% sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and blotted onto polyvinylidene
difluoride (PVDF) membranes (Millipore, MA, USA). The
membranes were thereafter blocked with blocking solution (5%
skimmed milk in TBST) for 1 h at RT. Following the blocking
steps, the membranes were washed with TBST thrice and finally
incubated with primary antibodies against β-actin, Cyclin B1,
Cyclin D1, Cyclin E, p21, p27, JNK, p-ERK, p-JNK, p38,
Cytochrome C, Bcl-xL, and Bax from Santa Cruz (CA, USA);
pS473-Akt, p-PI3K, cleaved caspase-3, pP53, and p-p38 from
Cell Signaling (CA, USA); and ERK from BD Biosciences (CA,
USA). Following the washing procedures, the membranes were
then subsequently incubated with secondary antibodies for 1 h
at RT. Finally, the Antigen–Antibody molecular intricacies were
assessed with enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) horseradish
peroxidase (HRP) substrate (Millipore, MA, USA), and the
signals were acquired by LAS 3,000 imaging system (Fujifilm,
Tokyo, Japan). Membranes were stripped and reprobed with
other antibodies for the subsequent detection of other proteins.

TUNEL Assay
Cellular apoptosis was analyzed by in situ terminal
deoxynucleotide transferase-mediated dUTP nick end-
labeling (TUNEL) assay following manufacturer-recommended
procedures (26). In brief, cells were cultured in 24-well culture
plates and treated with Taiwanin E, and, thereafter, the cells
were harvested, washed with 1×PBS (Gibco BRL, Paisley, UK),
and incubated with TUNEL assay reagents at RT for stipulated

time intervals. After this, the samples were examined with flow
cytometry (Becton Dickinson, CA, USA).

Statistical Analysis
Results are represented as mean ± SD. Statistical analysis was
done with Graph Pad Prism5 statistical software (Graph-Pad, CA,
USA). Multiple comparisons were assessed through ANOVA. p
Values of ≤ 0.05 were regarded as statistically significant. All
experiments were performed in triplicate in a blinded manner.
Results were quantified with Image J software (NIH, Bethesda,
MD, USA) and processed through Adobe Photoshop.

RESULTS

The Effect of Taiwanin E on Cell Viability
and the Cell Cycle Process of Oral Cancer
Cells Following Dose-Dependent
Treatment
Normal oral cells N28 and cancer cells T28 were treated
with increasing concentrations of Taiwanin E for a 24 h
time interval; thereafter, cell viability was ascertained by
MTT assay. MTT data showed that Taiwanin E exhibited
cytotoxic effects on T28 oral cancer cells, especially at 10µM
concentration, whereas no cytotoxic effects were observed
for N28 normal oral cells (Figure 1A). In addition, it was
observed that Taiwanin E exhibited significant cytotoxicity
against other squamous cell carcinoma cell lines SCC9 and
SCC25 (data not shown). Considering the results, we further
examined whether Taiwanin E treatment could modulate cell
cycle progression in oral cancer cells T28. To this end, cells
were treated with increasing concentrations of Taiwanin E for
24 h; thereafter, they were analyzed through flow cytometry.
As evident from Figure 1, it was found that there were
considerable increase in the G1 population (60.07% at 5µM,
67.80% at 10µM) in Taiwanin E-treated T28 cells as compared
to control cells, wherein only 58.03% of cells were in the G1
population (Figure 1B). The data from the study suggested
an accumulation in the G1 phase of the cell cycle following
treatment with Taiwanin E.

The Effect of Taiwanin E on Cell Viability
and the Cell Cycle Process of Oral Cancer
Cells Following Time-Dependent Treatment
Further, N28 and T28 cells were treated with Taiwanin E (10µM)
for different time periods from 0 to 48 h, and cell viability was
determined through MTT assay; interestingly, it was observed
that Taiwanin E exhibited cytotoxic effects on T28 cells in a time-
dependent manner. However, no such effects were observed for
normal N28 oral cells (Figure 2A). Further, we also determined
the effect of treatment of Taiwanin E for different time interval
(0–48 h) on the cell progression; it was found that there were
considerable increases in the G1 population in a time-dependent
fashion (Figure 2B) (27).

Collectively, these results suggested that Taiwanin E exhibited
cytotoxic manifestations toward tumor oral cells T28 in a dose-
and time-dependent fashion; however, no cytotoxic effects were
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FIGURE 1 | Effect of Taiwanin E on cell viability and cell cycle progression of oral cells. Normal oral cells N28 and Cancer oral cells T28 were treated with varying

concentrations of Taiwanin E (0, 1, 5, and 10µM) for 24 h. The cell viability of N28 cells and T28 cells was assessed with MTT assay (A). **p < 0.01 represents

significant differences compared with control. T28 cells were treated with varying concentrations of Taiwanin E (0, 1, 5, and 10) µM for 24 h, and the DNA content was

assessed through flow cytometry. Results were represented as percentages of the cell population in G1, S, and G2 phases of the cell cycle (B).

observed for normal oral cells N28. Moreover, Taiwanin E
treatment in T28 cells modulated their normal regulation of
cell cycle progression. Nevertheless, no significant effects were
observed for normal oral cells N28 (data not shown).

The Effect of Taiwanin E on Cell
Cycle-Related Proteins of Oral Cancer
Cells
We further investigated whether Taiwanin E affects cell cycle-
related proteins in T28 oral cancer cells. To this end, cells were
treated with Taiwanin E (10µM) for different time periods from
0 to 48 h and thereafter analyzed through Western blotting.

Interestingly, it was found that the cell cycle regulatory proteins,
such as cyclin B1, cyclin D1, and cyclin E, were considerably
decreased (Figure 3A), whereas p53, p21, and p27 protein
levels were substantially increased following treatment with
Taiwanin E (Figure 3B).

The Effect of Taiwanin E on the Induction
of Apoptosis in Oral Cancer Cells
We further investigated whether Taiwanin E could induce
cellular apoptosis in T28 oral cancer cells. As evident through
TUNEL assay, considerable apoptosis was observed following
treatment with Taiwanin E (Figure 4A). To gain further insight
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FIGURE 2 | Effect of Taiwanin E on cell viability and cell cycle progression of oral cells. Normal oral cells N28 and cancer oral cells T28 were treated with Taiwanin E

(10µM) for different time intervals. The cell viability of N28 cells and T28 cells was assessed with MTT assay (A). **p < 0.01 represents significant differences

compared with control. T28 cells were treated with Taiwanin E (10 µM) for different time interval, and the DNA content was assessed through flow cytometry. Results

were represented as a percentage of the cell population in G1, S, and G2 phases of the cell cycle (B).

into the effect of Taiwanin E on T28 oral cancer cells,
we examined the protein levels of p-PI3K, p-Akt, Bcl-xL,
Bax, cytochrome C, and cleaved caspase 3. Intriguingly, it
was observed that T28 cells, when treated with Taiwanin E,
showed a significant decrement in survival-related proteins,
including p-PI3K, p-Akt, and anti-apoptotic protein Bcl-xL,
in a time-dependent manner; contrastingly, the levels of Bax,
Cyt C, and cleaved-caspase 3 were considerably decreased
accordingly (Figure 4B).

The Effect of Taiwanin E on the MAPK
Signaling Cascade in Oral Cancer Cells
Further, the effect of Taiwanin E on the MAPK signaling cascade
was investigated. As could be seen from the figure, following
treatment with Taiwanin E, a considerable reduction in the
p-ERK1/2 was observed; no significant effects, however, were
observed for p-JNK and p-p38 proteins (Figure 5). Collectively,
these results showed that Taiwanin E considerably regulated the
MAPK signaling cascade.
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FIGURE 3 | Effect of Taiwanin E on cell cycle-related proteins in oral cancer cells. T28 cells were treated with Taiwanin E (10µM) for different time intervals and

thereafter analyzed through Western blotting. Samples were assessed for the expression of Cyclin B1, Cyclin D1, and Cyclin E (A) and p53, p21, and p27 (B),

respectively. Graphs represent mean values of three independent experiment in T28 cells. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001 represent significant differences

compared with control.

The Effects of Taiwanin E on ERK in Oral
Cancer Cells
To further investigate the underlying intricacies of modulation of
ERK in the efficacy of Taiwanin E, the effect of the ERK activator
on T28 cell proliferation was ascertained. Intriguingly, it was
observed that ERK activator co-treatment with Taiwanin E in
T28 cells considerably reversed the effect of Taiwanin E in a dose-
dependent fashion (Figure 6A). In addition, we further examined
whether the ERK activator co-treatment could interfere with the
signal transduction pathway of cellular apoptosis. Interestingly,
the results showed that co-treatment with the ERK activator
considerably increased Bcl-xL protein levels and reduced Cyt C
protein levels (Figure 6). These results highlighted the role of
ERK in the efficacy of Taiwanin E against T28 oral cancer cells.

Collectively, it could be envisaged that Taiwanin E
considerably modulated ERK, which eventually led to the
inhibition of cancer cell survival, induced cell cycle arrest at
G1, and apoptosis in T28 oral cancer cells. Collectively, the data
convincingly demonstrated that Taiwanin E may potentially
become an effective small molecular drug against oral cancer in
the near future.

DISCUSSION

Various bioactive compounds (lignans, flavones,
sesquiterpenoids, diterpenoids, cyclitols, steroids, etc.) derived
from Taiwania has been shown to be effective against various

debilitating diseases. Accumulating evidences have shown their
efficacy against various forms of cancers, including A-549 lung
carcinoma, MCF-7 breast adenocarcinoma, and HT-29 colon
adenocarcinoma (22). In this research endeavor, we investigated
the anti-cancer effect of Taiwanin E against arecoline and
4-nitroquinoline-1-oxide-induced OSCC and elucidated the
underlying mechanism thereof. Basically, OSCC were treated
with Taiwanin E and analyzed for their bioactivities against
OSCC. Collectively, the data of the present study suggest that
Taiwanin E significantly attenuated the cell viability of oral cancer
cells (T28) in a dose- and time-dependent fashion. Moreover, it

was observed that Taiwanin E induced G1 cell cycle arrest in T28

cells, as was evident through Flow cytometry studies, and further

Western blot analysis suggested that Taiwanin E considerably
downregulated cell cycle regulatory proteins, including Cyclin

B1, Cyclin D1, and Cyclin E, and activated p53, p21, and p27
proteins, respectively. Furthermore, TUNEL staining showed

that Taiwanin E induced considerable apoptosis in T28 cells,

and, in addition, it was found that the cell survival proteins,
such as p-PI3K and p-Akt and the anti-apoptotic protein

Bcl-xL, were considerably reduced following treatment with
Taiwanin E The pro-apoptotic proteins, such as Bax, Cyt C, and

c Cas-3, were, however, considerably enhanced. Furthermore, in

understanding the underlying intricacies mechanistically, it was
found that Taiwanin E seemingly modulated ERK and thereby
attenuated cell survival and induced cellular apoptosis in T28
oral cancer cells.
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FIGURE 4 | Effect of Taiwanin E on the induction of cellular apoptosis in oral cancer cells. T28 cells were treated with Taiwanin E (10 µM) for different time periods The

samples were stained with a TUNEL kit and analyzed through flow cytometry (A). T28 cells were treated with Taiwanin E (10 µM) for different time periods. Cell lysates

were analyzed for the expressions of p-PI3K, p-Akt, Bcl-xL, Bax, Cyt C, and c Cas 3 through Western blotting (B). Graphs represents the mean value of three

separate experiment in the T28 cells. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001 represent significant differences compared with control group.

It is widely accepted that alteration in cell cycle progression
causes severe cellular damage which eventually leads to apoptosis.
It was found that Taiwanin E induces cell cycle arrest in OSCC
in a dose and time dependent fashion. Analyzing the molecular
intricacies underlying Taiwanin E-induced cell cycle arrest, it
was observed that Taiwanin E treatment downregulated the
expression of cell cycle regulatory proteins; in addition, Taiwanin
E regulated the p53 tumor suppressor and increased the protein
expression of p21 and p27. This is in concordance with the
study by Shyur et al., wherein they demonstrated that Taiwanin
A isolated from Taiwania cryptomerioides Hayata upregulated

p53, phosphorylated p53, p21, and p27, and, contrastingly,
downregulated the G(2)/M checkpoint mediators cyclins, leading
to the induction of G(2)/M cell-cycle arrest in MCF-7 cells (13).

As a matter of fact, the apoptotic pathways are regulated
through the orchestrated communication of diverse pro-
apoptotic and anti-apoptotic signaling mediators. Essentially,
the pro-apoptotic signaling mediators lead to the modulation
of mitochondrial potential and subsequent release of mediators,
which eventually triggers a cascade of events that lead to
apoptosis. The data of the present study demonstrated that
Taiwanin E treatment increased the amount of pro-apoptotic
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FIGURE 5 | Taiwanin E modulate the ERK signaling cascade in oral cancer cells. T28 cells were treated with Taiwanin E (10 µM) for different time periods. Thereafter,

cell lysates were analyzed for the expression of ERK, pERK, JNK, pJNK, p38, and p-p38 through Western blotting. Graphs represents mean values of three

independent experiment in T28 cells. *p < 0.05 and ***p < 0.001 represent significant differences compared with control.

FIGURE 6 | Effect of Taiwanin E on ERK activation in oral cancer cells. T28 cells were co-treated with ERK activator and Taiwanin E for 24 h. Thereafter, cell viability

was analyzed through MTT assay (A). T28 cells were co-treated with ERK activator and Taiwanin E for 24 h. Thereafter, cell lysates were analyzed through Western

blotting for the expression of Bcl-xL and Cyt C proteins through Western blotting (B). Graphs represent mean value of three separate experiment in T28 cells. ##p <

0.01 and ###p < 0.001 represent significant differences compared with control group, whereas *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001 represent significant

differences compared with the Taiwanin E-treated group.
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proteins. Bax released cytochrome C from the mitochondria,
induced Caspase activation, and downregulated the survival
protein p-PI3K, p-Akt, and anti-apoptotic Bcl-xL, which is
certainly suggestive of their promising anti-cancer potential
against OSCC.

MAPK/ERK signaling cascades are crucial pathways that
plays an imperative role in the orchestration of normal
cell proliferation, survival, and differentiation. It is widely
accepted that aberrant regulation of MAPK has been involved
in various human diseases, including cancer. Thus, the
MAPK/ERK signaling network has been the focus of various
research endeavors in order to ascertain novel target-based
approaches for cancer therapeutics (28). Intriguingly, our study
demonstrated that Taiwanin E modulated ERK signaling for
therapeutic efficacy (28). This is in concordance with the
reports, wherein authors have implicated the role of the
ERK signaling mediator in the efficacy of the anti-cancer
compounds. To this end, Wang et al. reported that Geraniin
inhibited migration and invasion of human osteosarcoma cancer
cells, seemingly through the regulation of the PI3K/Akt and
ERK1/2 signaling pathways (29). Furthermore, Fong et al.,
while demonstrating the efficacy of BPIQ-induced cell migration
and apoptosis in human non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)
cells, highlighted that MAPK kinases, in particular ERK
mediators, were responsible for their anti-cancer potential (30).
In addition, Kuo et al. have explicitly demonstrated that the
a related compound of Taiwanin E, i.e., a novel derivative
of Taiwanin A, inhibited dual key proliferation signaling
transduction pathways in a Triple-Negative Breast Cancer
model (31).

Collectively, keeping in mind the fact that various
phytochemicals, such as taxol (from Taxus brevifolia) and
camptothecin derivatives (from Camptotheca acuminate), are
widely explored for cancer treatment, and, as Taiwanin E
displayed lower cytotoxicity against normal oral cells, it could be
envisaged as a promising drug to treat oral cancer in the near
future, thus warranting future investigation.
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